No alliance between 'Art' and Commercial Industry is ever enough be-
cause no mere *alliance', however useful, can be Creative. Appropriate
forms must be developed from within and they must be forms having
worthwhile relation to our actual industry. The necessary original work
will be best done where the workers will have not only spontaneous re-
course to modern shop and working conditions but have at the same time,
as workers, benefit of the inspirational fellowship of some genuinely
creative architect. Constant working contacts with the nature of structure
and materials, the ground, and of nature-growth itself are the only reliable
texts to be used in this connection. Only as these are actual forms of daily
experience directly related to daily life and work are they the texts we
must now use to begin again at the beginning.
What little creative impulse survives among us in the confusion of this
machine age might thus have some chance to live uncontaminated by the
old human expressions already dead or dying around us. The Big City is
no longer a place for more than the exterior applications of some cliche* or
sterile formula, where life is concerned. Therefore the taliesin fellow-
ship chooses to live and work in the country. The fellowship establish-
ment is located on a fine farm forty miles west of Madison, four miles from
the nearest village on State Highway 23 in beautiful Southern Wisconsin,
Near the Wisconsin River.
the work in architecture first done at Oak Park and Chicago, and
later at Taliesin, has proved itself during the past thirty years. It has gone
far enough in the world-current of contemporary change so that good
work may be done in full cooperation with our more advanced producers
and manufacturers: those who sincerely desire to improve the nature of
their product. American industry need no longer depend for artistic ex-
cellence upon the copying of imitations nor need ever do so again if our
country will learn to utilize resources such as our resources at Taliesin.
As the taliesin fellowship therefore, we now propose to extend
apprenticeship from the several draughtsmen to whom it has been limited
to include seventy * apprentices working under leadership as described.
Each apprentice will work under the inspiration of direct architectural
leadership, toward machine-craft art in this machine age. All will work
together in a common daily effort to create new forms needed by machine
work and modern processes if we are to have any culture of our own worth
hiving. A number (a hundred or more) of such young workers in Archi-
tecture have already come to Taliesin from various parts of the world.
Others may now be immersed in the many-sided activities of a growing
Fellowship of apprentices. Our activities, we hope, will be gradually ex-
tended to include collateral arts by way of such modern machine crafts as
we can establish. Living in direct personal contact with modern concepts
and the currents of thought in the world now demanding new form we
believe young architects, artists, and craftsmen may here find means to
build up spiritual forces and a technique that will guarantee a life work in
the essential architecture of all the arts and be enabled to practise them as
* Changed to twenty-three.
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